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PROJECT OVERVIEW

With the ever growing nature of Blockchain and

DeFi, networks like Ethereum have be come clogged,

thus increasing fees and transfer times

exponentially.

This has opened a major "gold like" rush onto other

blockchain networks like BSC.

This has also paved the way for potential scam

projects to arise.

Is there a website or project that provides a

soloution to the problem?

ABSTRACT



PROJECT OVERVIEW

Auction platform/Launchpad

Database of all projects

Reveal.Finance will be the first stop for investors 

 looking for the latest projects pre-sales on the BSC.

We aim to have a 

We will provide a service for both the end investor

and the projects themselves.

INTRODUCTION
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Social Media Profiles

Developers/Team backgrounds

Has the liquidity been locked

Tokenomics

Smart contract audit

Reveal.Finance will will have three main aims

1) Database and launchpad - each project will be assessed

to have a rug rating (risk) our algorithm will take into

account 

2)Projects will have the ability to lock team tokens and LP

tokens either indefinitely or time locked

3) The RVEL token is the biggest benefit for the community

and projects

with a 5% fee on  every transaction, a 4% redistribution to

holders and a 1% burn. 

AIMS
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The Database and launchpad has been specifically

designed for pre-sales on the BSC. Only projects that

go through the rigours vetting algorithm and one

final go over by the team will be allowed.

DATABASE AND LAUNCH PAD
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Reveal.Finance will act as an intermediary for

projects looking to provide even further reassurance

to the community by allowing liquidity provider

tokens and team tokens to be locked up for a period

of time or indefinitely. 

Once a presale has successfully launched our Lock

system can then be used. Investors in the project will

be able to see full disclosure of how much and how

long they have been locked for.

Having a secure provider for locking tokens will

provide confidence for the community and the

launching project as well validating that the project

has integrity.  

TOKEN LOCK



Reveal.Finance has produced a deflationary BEP20

token that has a 5% fee

4% is redistributed to token holders

1% is burnt

PROJECT OVERVIEW

RVEL TOKEN



Marketing: 10

Team: 10

Development: 15

Airdrop: 8Pre Sale: 35

Liquidity: 22

Marketing Team Development Airdrop Pre Sale Liquidity
meta-chart.com
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Marketing : 10%

Team Tokens : 10%

Development :15%

Two airdrop rounds : 8%

Pre sales : 35%  whatever is left over will be burnt

Liquidty : 22%


